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What is FT8?

❑FT8 is a digital mode that uses the sound card in your computer or radio 

❑All contacts are made from your keyboard/mouse, no microphone or Morse 

code key needed

❑It was developed by Joe Taylor, W1JT, Nobel Physics laurate

❑There are related protocols that work with even lower signal levels but take 

a longer time. Example: Moon bounce

❑FT8 is a tradeoff that allows making  contacts with weak signals (-20dB) 

and in a short time (60 seconds best case)
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https://phy.princeton.edu/people/joseph-taylor
https://www.qrz.com/db/k1jt


Why Would You Use It?

❑All contacts are made from your keyboard/mouse, no microphone or 

Morse code key needed

❖ No “mic fright”

❑Since it works with very weak signals, you can use simple antennas

❑It works in the presence of RF noise (QRM & QRN) so the impact of 

your neighbors LED lights, grow lights, … is lessened

❑A full contact takes one-minute best case which increases your QSO 

rate

❑It is VERY popular, lots of stations all over the world are on 24/7
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Hardware You Need

❑ An HF transceiver

❖ Older HF rigs work just fine. There is a robust used market

❖ Generally people run 50Watts which is half power for a typical HF rig

❖ Newer models have the sound card built into the radio

❑ A power supply for the HF transceiver

❖ “12Vdc” (really 13.7Vdc) at 23 Amps. Many used supplies are available.
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Hardware You Need

❑ Coax and antenna

❖ Dipoles, inverted Vees, verticals all work well. You can build them for 

next to nothing. Plenty of help available from our members.

❖ There are so many antennas that it is impossible to list them all. Don’t 

let the need for an antenna scare you off

❑ A computer or laptop

❖ A Windows 7, 8 or 10 computer should be fine. Increasing memory to 6 

or 8GB will help. The larger the display the better.

❖ You need at least 2 USB ports
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Hardware You Need

❑ An audio interface from the computer to the radio

❖ Some radios have a sound card built in that uses a USB port

❖ If not there are interfaces that use a USB port

▪ Signalink USB

▪ MFJ (multiple models) 

▪ Rig Blaster (multiple models)

❑ A way for the computer to control the radio 

❖ Send band & frequency changes to the radio

❖ Read band and frequency from the radio

❖ These are implemented via a USB port or a Com port

❖ You do not need this device if you are willing to enter this info into your 

logging program 
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Software You Need

❑ It is all FREE, yes FREE!

❑ Dimension 4

❖ FT8 requires precise time sync, Dimension 4 provides that service

❑WSJT-X

❖ The main program

❖ Performs the coding and decoding for every QSO in the sound card’s spectrum

❖ Shows stations, QSO’s audio waterfall

❑ Log4OM Logging program

❖ Keeps a log of your contacts and their details

❖ Tracks QSLs and awards

❑ JTAlert

❖ A helper program

❖ Interfaces to many logging programs

❖ Generates alerts for countries, states, call signs, grid squares, etcPage 7



Software You Need

❑ Time synchronization

❖ FT8 requires precise time sync, Dimension 4 provides that service

❖ Requires an Internet connection
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Software You Need

❑WSJT-X

❖ This is the main program, it does 

the coding, decoding and timing. 

Plus much more.
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❑WSJT-X

❖ Also shows the audio 

spectrum

❖ Frequency increases 

from left to right

❖ The top is a waterfall. 

Each column is a QSO. 

Bright colors are stronger 

signals

❖ The bottom shows the 

instantaneous amplitude 

of each signal

Software You Need
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Software You Need

❑ JTAlert

❖ A helper program

❖ Interfaces to many logging programs

❖ Generates alerts for countries, states, call signs, grid squares, etc

❖ Shows details about each station decoded in the previous 15 sec period
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❑ Log4OM

❖ A free logging program

❖ Very capable, I like it

❖ Downloads from popular 

on-line loggers

❖ Tracks QSLs

❖ Tracks awards

❖ Integrated spotting

❖ Usable for all modes

Software You Need
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❑ DX Labs Commander

❖ A free CAT program

❖ Supports many radios

❖ Lets you control your 

radio from your computer

❖ !! May be optional for FT8 

operating

❑ DX Labs also has a free 

logging program

Software You Need

CAT is computer control of your radio. The amount of control 

depends on the radio manufacturer. Newer radios have more 

controllabilityPage 13



Questions
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